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Part Two: Completion
Instructions:  Provide the word or words to complete the following statements.
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Part Three: Short Answer
Instructions: Provide information to answer the following question.

1 Explain the difference between an aggressive dog and a submissive dog? 

Test
Handling and Restraining Dogs and Cats

Instructions : Match the term with the correct response. Write and the letter of the term by the definition.

Can be used as a temporary muzzle for dogs. 

Helps prevent animals from licking or chewing wound bandages.

Procedure used to obtain blood for diagnostic purposes. 

Most common behavior problem in Dogs

Accepting the power of a superior or superior force

Elizabethan Collar

Submission

Aggression

Rabies

Venipuncture

Gauze

A viral disease that causes inflammation of the brain.

               like enclosed places to hide in. 

Dangerous dogs should be restrained by using                or                          .

You should allow a dog to smell your hand so that it can become familiar with your            .

Avoid               contact with a dog or it will assume you are tying to be in a dominant position. 

A                       is a good way to restrain a cat to avoid injury. 

It is ideal to wear gloves and carry cats by the                      of the neck. 
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Part Two: Completion
Instructions:  Provide the word or words to complete the following statements.
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Part Three: Short Answer
Instructions: Provide information to answer the following question.

1

pinned back. 

A       BLANKET              is a good way to restrain a cat to avoid injury. 

It is ideal to wear gloves and carry cats by the   SCUFF               of the neck. 

 CATS         like enclosed places to hide in. 

Explain the difference between an aggressive dog and a submissive dog? 

a submissive dog will lay his ears flat, body is lowered to the ground and head is lowered

an aggressive dog stands tall, hair along shoulders is lifted, head may be lifted, and ears will 

Procedure used to obtain blood for diagnostic purposes. 

Most common behavior problem in Dogs

Accepting the power of a superior or superior force

Dangerous dogs should be restrained by using   SNARES             or  ROPES           .

You should allow a dog to smell your hand so that it can become familiar with your  SCENT    .

Avoid   EYE            contact with a dog or it will assume you are tying to be in a dominant position. 

Submission Rabies Gauze

Can be used as a temporary muzzle for dogs. 

Helps prevent animals from licking or chewing wound bandages.

A viral disease that causes inflammation of the brain.

Test
Handling and Restraining Dogs and Cats

Instructions : Match the term with the correct response. Write and the letter of the term by the definition.

Elizabethan Collar Aggression Venipuncture


